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Our passion
is to support
purpose-driven
businesses.

Bright Lines is a graphic design studio specialized

Ensouling Ideas helps purpose-driven & creative businesses

in layout and publication design. We help start-ups,

grow and make an impact. Together with our clients we

established businesses, writers and magazines make

develop tailored marketing, branding and business devel-

even the most complex information easy to under-

opment strategies to move forwards with aligned action.

stand, as well as attracting the reader’s attention

Magic happens when vision, values, branding, and market-

to the structure and beauty of the content.

ing strategy are aligned.

Gifting Change
Welcome to the Conscious Gift Guide!
The Conscious Gift Guide is here to inspire positivity and intentional gifting. It features conscious
brands and entrepreneurs offering meaningful products and services to contribute to a healthier,
brighter life and planet.
From full flavour experiences, high-end natural beauty products, well-being & coaching services to
lifestyle, fitness and home accessories - we have it all covered.
2020 has been a special year for most of us so far. It has shown and taught us many things, collectively
as well as on an individual level. One thing has been definitely highlighted to all of us - the value and
importance of human connection and relationships.
Especially in times like these, while being challenged to create new ways and opportunities for
connection, the beautiful and generous gesture of making a thoughtful gift to a dear person or beloved
one is a way to fill their heart with joy and express our love, affection and appreciation.
Working with many purpose-driven businesses and entrepreneurs, sharing a mission of well-being and
positive change, we see the passion, hard work and dedication that goes into everything they do on
a daily basis. Eventually, we asked ourselves how we can support our clients and businesses sharing
similar values, outside of our consulting and design services. This is how the idea of The Conscious Gift
Guide was born.
So when shopping with the featured brands you bring joy to the person receiving the gift, benefit from
special conditions mentioning GiftGuide20 and support a business striving to create positive change
and make an impact at the same time. We are the change, gift change.
We truly hope this guide inspires you and brings joy, beauty and well-being to both you and your loved
ones.

Kathrin & Francesca

Kathrin Würtele
Ensouling Ideas

Francesca Poggi
Bright Lines Design

Inspiration for
intentional gifting
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H E A LT H & W E L L - B E I N G

LIFESTYLE, HOME & LIVING

Delivering happiness
in the freshest form
BLOEM - the freshest of blooms, delivered straight
to the office or front door! Customers choose the
size and frequency and BLOEM takes care of the
rest. Every week a new floral design is carefully
curated using only seasonal flowers of the highest quality. BLOEM prides itself on bringing the
joy of surprise into its customers weekly routine
and offers a unique and individual style that steps
away from the classic bouquet and allows each
and every flower to be celebrated and shine.
Unlike the traditional flower shop, BLOEM’s
made-to-order model means that they are able
to order the exact quantity of flowers needed to
serve their customers, maximising freshness and
eliminating waste. To further minimise their footprint, all deliveries are done by e-bike or e-van,

Meet Clare – flower lover
and founder of BLOEM.
Born in the UK, with Irish and
Dutch roots, my passion for
flowers was inherited early
on. I truly believe that flowers
add visual interest, life and
color to a room and so, after
leaving the corporate world
behind in 2017, I decided it
was time to brave it alone.
My mission: to spread happiness, inspire and surprise with
unique floral designs.

100% emission free!

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Standard flower subscription

www.bloem.io

- Gift flower subscription

hello@bloem.io

- One-off gift bouquet

bloem_zh

- Mom & baby gift sets

bloemzurich

- Dried flower bouquets
COUPON CODE

Use coupon code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 to receive a signature BLOEM vase made from
recycled glass for free. The size of the vase will match the size of the bouquet
purchased. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Natural and organic skincare
for you and our planet
nooii produces skin care products that are good
for the body and do not harm the environment.
When manufacturing a product, nooii only uses
environmentally friendly and natural packaging
materials, avoiding secondary packaging, and
designing the product packaging in such a way
that it can be reused, refilled or recycled later.
nooii exclusively selects high-quality ingredients
that are good for the body and nature.
nooii believes a business has to take responsibility
for the damage which the production of a product
causes in the environment. Therefore, nooii gives
1 percent of each product sold to the Surfrider
Foundation, who work to ensure that disposable
plastic is no longer allowed to be produced. nooii

My name is Daniela and I
am the founder of nooii.
The beauty industry is one
of the biggest drivers of
plastic pollution and I would
like to offer the market a
new choice of organic and
sustainable products.
I hope that my business
model inspires people to
take care of themselves and
our planet in a simple way.

deeply cares for and respects the planet.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Hand & body washes and lotions

www.nooiiproducts.com

(different fragrances and sizes)

daniela@nooiiproducts.com

- Hand creams (different fragrances and sizes)

nooiiskincare

- Face oil

nooiiskincare

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 to receive one free Organic Rosehip Oil (10ml Travel
Size) and free shipping within Switzerland. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

The Beauty Kollective, clean
beauty and minimal waste
The Beauty Kollective is an online beauty destination that focuses on environmentally-friendly
products with clean ingredients and beautiful
designs.
The online-shop offers a selection of sustainable beauty products, biodegradable glitter,
eco-friendly tools, and make-up refill options. All
products are cruelty-free and include vegan as well
as unisex beauty options. The chosen brands are
produced fairly with most of them made in Europe.
The web shop introduces well-known names such
as La Eva, Guy Morgan Apothecary, and Atinge
Organics, which have not been available before in
Switzerland. Embracing the sustainable lifestyle,
The Beauty Kollective also donates a percentage
of its sales to environmental organizations, such as

Hi everyone, my name is
Sophia Singh, I am a professional make-up artist based
in Zurich. In 2019 I launched
The Beauty Kollective after a
desire to reinvent the way I
work and to promote positive values within the beauty
industry.
My focus lies on natural and
environmentally friendly cosmetics and I am constantly
searching for solutions to
minimise waste as a makeup artist.

Buy Food With Plastic, each year.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Clean beauty

www.thebeautykollective.com

- Minimal waste products

info@thebeautykollective.com

- Eco tools

thebeautykollective

- Giftcards

thebeautykollective

- Online beauty consultation with make-up artist
Sophia Singh (60 min)
COUPON CODE

Use the coupon code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% discount on all products.
Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Well being in a
MyStrengthAbility strap
Health & Yoga Switzerland, www.healthandyoga.ch,
is

the

organization

behind

My

Strength

Ability, (MSA) Strap. It was founded in 2009 as a
platform to provide events in the field of preventative health through motion, including physiotherapy and yoga.
Stefanie,

the

founder,

provides

Stefanie Zimmermann
Castson.

education,

Health through motion is my
passion. After graduating
Physiotherapy
in 2008, I
directed my skills toward
preventive
health.
Yoga
was the perfect way for me
to evolve in that direction.
Today, as head of Health &
Yoga Switzerland, I organise
health and yoga events, work
as a physiotherapist and yoga
therapist, and teach yoga
both locally and nationally.

courses and movement inspiration, sharing her
passion for health through mindful motion. The
MSA Strap, the 3-in-1, is scientifically designed
to optimise movement and mindfulness. It was
created late 2019 to provide a tool to support,
enhance, train and inspire the life you want.
Leaving users with an uplifted feeling, a sense of
self efficiency and connection.
MSA proudly supports www.onetreeplanted.org
and plants one tree with every product sold.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Black MSA single strap

www.healthandyoga.ch

- Red MSA single strap

www.academy.healthandyoga.ch

- Black & red strap package

mail@healthandyoga.ch

- Special studio package of 10 straps each
(for teachers)

mystrengthability
mystrengthability

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 20% off all products and packages and free shipping within Switzerland. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Helping you connect to your
purpose to live a more joyful life
Kathrin’s mission is to help people re-connect with
their purpose and innate potential, supporting
them to live a deeply authentic, more joyful, and
meaningful life. Her vision is to create a world in
which everyone is contributing with their unique
talents and gifts.
Kathrin’s special talent is to create a space of trust,
and to empathetically lead people through a personal growth process. The first phase is about
“unbecoming” and shedding all the things that
are not you or no longer serve you, and transforming them. In the second phase the true core
can be revealed and you can re-connect to your
authentic power to live a life of true fulfilment.
Kathrin Würtele Coaching offers purpose coaching, individual coaching, a variety of seminars and
workshops (e.g. Money Mindset, Leadership) and

When my mum passed away
from cancer, I started asking
“why are we here?”, “what
makes a good life?”. I wanted
to understand what causes so
many people to be sick today.
Diving into alternative healing
methods, I soon understood
the impact our mind and
thoughts have on our wellbeing. This brought me to
coaching and what I do today.
Seeing the shift in my clients
from feeling stuck, confused or
insecure, to having clarity, control
and moving forward in alignment is what brings me true joy.

meditation sessions, in both English and German.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Purpose coaching programme

www.kathrinwuertele.com

- Coaching sessions

kathrin@kathrinwuertele.com

- Workshops & seminars

kathrinwuertele

- Meditation sessions

kathrinwuertelecoaching

- Gift voucher
COUPON CODE

Contact Kathrin via email, mentioning the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 to receive 10% off on
all services. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Being more of yourself, without
all the stress and judgements
What is true feels light to you, what isn’t feels
heavy. Being yourself can be that simple, when
you allow all judgements to drop. All the shoulds
and to-dos that were never yours to start with.
This is what Elodie did after her first Access Bars®
session. It helped her so much that she became a
certified practitioner right away and opened her
wellbeing practice: real ease.
Access Bars® is a gentle hands-on method - like
acupressure or a head massage - designed to
release emotional and mental electromagnetic
charges using 32 points on the head, each corresponding to different aspects of life. What clients experience: less judgemental and negative
thoughts, less anxiety; a complete sense of relaxation, joy, newly found energy, feeling at peace
and a clear mind; positive changes in health,

My name is Elodie Caucigh
and like you, I used to challenge myself a lot. After a
burnout in advertising and
an overachieving drive to run
my own business for the past
3 years, I slowed down and
found the way back to being,
instead of doing. The loss of
my dad certainly helped me
wake up and feel how lucky I
was to be, exactly the way I was.
Today I help you be more of
yourself with the Bars® and
write about my journey in my
first book Easily You.

sleep, productivity, relation- ships and more.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Access Bars® sessions.

real ease - wellbeing practice

Duration per session 1h15.

Zurich Seefeld
www.realease.co/accessbars
elodie@realease.co
elo.realease

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 to receive 60 CHF off your Access Bars® session.
Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Feel-good wellbeing cards,
to work healthier and happier
How do you feel when you work all day long at
the desk and in the home office? Not so great?
This is what many noticed, especially this year as
the whole world was encouraged to rethink old
ways of working and to learn all over again to
take better care about themselves.

When we first talked about
creating a set of cards for
the wellbeing in the office,
we both smiled. Francesca
came up with the idea and
Elodie already had curated
a whole range of corporate
wellbeing methods that were
only waiting to be shared.

The re-set wellbeing cards offer more than 50
simple and inspiring ways to do just that: including more breaks in the workday with fun, short
and accessible exercises. With dozens of benefits
and guided videos, it is easy to relax, improve
confidence and relations, reset focus and boost

The
re-set
wellbeing
cards are the result of our
collaboration:
a
perfect
mix between our love for
esthetics and our passion for
wellbeing.

physical health, directly at the desk.
This unique set of cards blends the expertise of
corporate well-being, desk yoga and mindfulness practices with the beauty and simplicity of
design.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- re-set wellbeing cards

www.resetwellbeingcards.com

(individual and bundle of 3 or 5 decks)

info@resetwellbeingcards.com
reset.wellbeingcards

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off all products from the online shop. Shipping
from the 7th of December. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

ZEOT

Belly dance - put a smile
on your hips!
ZeoT Zürich is an oriental dance studio in the
heart of Zürich. ZeoT reconnects women to
enjoying and loving their bodies as well as creating a collective energy of empowerment. Their
mission is to empower women through dance, to
strengthen their self-confidence in their bodies
and themselves and of course to have fun.
Alia and her team are convinced that regardless
of age or body shape, belly dance is the dance
for you! At ZeoT they see diversity as enrichment
and encourage you to discover your unique
dance style! With so many different forms of oriental dance, from folkloric to classical, it’s not
hard to find your perfect match!
Femininity unites with strength and creativity,
self-awareness meets community and so much

We’re convinced that by
learning to dance, you’ll
begin to move through life
differently. Belly dance can
transform you - creating a
physically strong, feminine
body and giving you a new
way to express yourself and
let go!
We love what we do and we
believe in the women we
work with because every day
we see the power of belly
dance to bring out the best
in them!

more...

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Belly dance classes

Zeot Dance Studio:

(all levels & in 3 different languages)
- Ballet, dance fitness & barre classes
- Over 30 in studio & online classes per week

Lagerstrasse 107, 8004 Zürich
www.zeot.ch
info@zeot.ch
yallaalia_zeot_zurich
zeot.bauchtanz

COUPON CODE

Use the coupon code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off any gift voucher from our online
shop (available for all classes and dance ABO). Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Homemade, seasonal soup
from Simply Soup
Simply Soup was founded in 2012 with the mission
to help busy people lead healthier, happier lives
daily by serving them homemade, fresh, seasonal
food fast. Simply Soup is a boutique restaurant
chain with three shops across Zurich specialising
in soups, stews, curries, buddha bowls, salads,
bagels and juices. They also offer catering and
delivery services.
In 2020, Simply Soup launched its weekly home
delivery service to make their soup available
to everyone in and around Zurich. Simply Soup
has also developed their own organic vegetable
broth, now available in all stores and online.
This holiday season, why not surprise a loved one
with a local, seasonal product that will make the

I believe healthy, affordable
food should be made available in the daily life of every
person. I grew up all over
the world and was fortunate
enough to live in places with
rich food cultures.
As a child, I loved soup and
the warm feeling of home
that it gave me. With Simply
Soup I wanted to bring my
love of food and philosophy
of healthy living under one
roof.

soul smile.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Organic homemade vegetable broth

Simply Soup shops:

- Soup delivery

Hallwylstrasse 24, 8004 Zurich
Kalkbreitestrasse 10, 8003 Zurich
Pelikanstrasse 19, 8001 Zurich

COUPON CODE

Use the coupon code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for

www.simplysoup.ch
hello@simplysoup.ch

15% off all online orders. Valid until 31st of

simply_soup

January 2021.

simplysoupzurich

Dynamic and delightful
chocolate flavor experience
Kürzi Kakao’s passion is to create specialty chocolate that provides a dynamic and delightful flavor
experience. To create their chocolate, they source
the highest quality ingredients from around the
world. All of Kürzi Kakao’s chocolate is manufactured exclusively by them, from the raw cacao
beans to the finished chocolate bars, in order to
bring out the most flavor potential from the over
600 unique aroma notes present in cacao, one of
the most complex foods in the world.
Kürzi Kakao is part of a growing movement of
bean to bar craft chocolate making. This movement of specialty craft chocolate making has continued to gain momentum because you can really taste the difference. The chocolate contains a
multitude of flavors, and there’s a story behind

I’m a cacao enthusiast
and bean to bar chocolate
maker who is passionate
about creating high-quality
chocolate using the best
and rarest ingredients found
all over the world, all while
respecting the planet and
its inhabitants at the same
time. I’ve traveled all over
the world and lived on cacao
farms to learn as much as I
can about this delightful
tasting ingredient.

each bar. All ingredients used in production are
vegan, fair, and sustainable.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- 5 different varieties of specialty chocolate

www.kuerzikakao.ch

- Cacao tea

britta@kuerzikakao.ch

- Cacao nibs

kuerzikakao
kuerzikakao

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for free shipping within Switzerland.
Valid until 31st of January 2021.

BLOOM foods to flow!
Made by a woman, for women
BLOOM muesli was founded December 2019.
As a life project, it began to weave itself years
ago, along a challenging phase of the former
athlete and BLOOM founder, Rommy Reist.
After pushing herself for over a decade, Rommy
decided to start recovering from the times she
did not listen to her actual needs as a person
and, mostly, as a woman.
From using her body as a machine, Rommy began to treat it as a temple and discovered that
one of the most beautiful acts of self-care is to
eat, move and live with intention.
Ethical and nourishing, BLOOM was designed to
support hormonal balance throughout the woman’s cycle. All her mueslis are artisanal, vegan,
free of sugars, made with organic ingredients and

My name is Rommy and I am
the heart behind BLOOM
muesli.
I believe that kindness and
self-love
are
expressed
through the foods we consume, and this is how this
soul-project of mine was
born: with the honest desire
of helping women get the essential nutrients they need,
so that they can feel the empowerment that comes from
nourishing their bodies in
synchrony with their cyclical
female potential.

prepared in individual batches in Switzerland.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Pretty in Pink

www.bloommuesli.com

- Berry Passionate

rommy@bloommuesli.com

- Crazy in the Coconut

bloommuesli

- Chococashew
- Mango-Tango
COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off your entire order! For all purchases above
CHF 72, get one Mango-Tango pouch for free! Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Sustainable baby clothes
to rent or buy
With deep care for nature and babies, Nialoo
carefully selects beautifully designed and sustainable clothes for the little ones. A minimalist’s
approach providing the best for babies and
Mother Earth.
With their background in health care, Michaela
and Luca, the founders, focus on high quality certified textiles and highest cleanliness standards,
guaranteeing only the best for sensitive baby skin.
When deciding to rent, there are different options
regarding the state of the clothes: “new” meaning
the clothes are brand new, have never been worn
before. “As good as new” means that the piece
of clothing is in perfect condition but has already
been worn. Items in a “used” condition are also in
good condition, but may show small signs of wear.
Featured brands: Organic Zoo, Marmar, little indi,

We truly believe that the
responsibility for the future
of our planet and that of our
children lies in our hands.
When we had our daughter
Nia we were looking for baby
clothes to rent but couldn’t
find any in Switzerland.
Not only is our passion for
high quality and beautiful,
simple design reflected in
our items, the environmental
impact
and the people
behind the products are just
as important to us.

Mimi + Bart, Engel, Slaep, Vild, Lalalulu and more.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Clothes & accessories for babies and toddlers

www.nialoo.ch

- Mama essentials

info@nialoo.ch

- Gift vouchers

nialoo.ch
nialoo.ch

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off on purchase and rental items in our shop.
Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Your place for
conscious living
a simple story is an online shop with a collection
of consciously crafted and responsibly sourced
products for you and your home - all with a story
to tell. From effortless fashion to natural skincare, handmade accessories and homeware - the
collection celebrates craftsmanship, natural mate-

We – Ivana and Andrea –
are sisters and founders of
a simple story. Conscious
living and thinking carefully
about the things we have in
our lives is our inspiration
for what we do. By creating
a collection of responsibly
sourced and handmade
lifestyle products, we want
to create a place for you to
find your favourite produts
that fit your conscious
lifestyle.

rials and small & ethical production. Sustainability,
fairness and partnership are at the heart of everything a simple story does. All their products have
been carefully selected based on their published
sustainability criteria.
At a simple story, conscious living means a life
in harmony with society and nature. It means
making informed choices and being aware of how
our decisions affect the world we live in. Change
does not happen overnight. It takes time. And it
needs all of us to make our conscious choice.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Jewellery

Showroom (by appointment):

- Handmade ceramics

Zentralstrasse 76, 8003 Zurich

- Natural skincare
- Candles, room spray
- Home decor

www.asimplestory.ch
hello@asimplestory.ch

- Notepads and pen cases
- Women’s fashion and accessories

asimplestoryzurich
asimplestoryzurich

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off on all products (excluding #lavie and
Jouney Living products). Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Ethically created home
decor accents
Artha Collections, founded in 2015, inspires with
their range of ethically created home decor and
personal accessories. Linen, cotton, wool and
other natural materials are used throughout their
collections.
Working in close collaboration with small communities of artisans in different parts of the
world, Artha helps preserve local craft traditions
for this generation of artisans and for those to
come, while contributing to a sustainable source
of income as an alternative to economic migration. In today’s world of fast fashion, Artha brings
you handcrafted traditions adapted for the
global consumer, in a fully transparent manner.
Designed in Switzerland with you in mind, Artha’s
product range reflects a larger purpose, giving
you the opportunity to make an ethical choice

Artha
translates
to
“purpose” and “goal” and
we founded our company
with the idea of using
business to do good, to bring
the beauty of handmade
to a global audience and
to raise awareness of the
importance of knowing who
makes the products we
buy. As a mother-daughter
team we work closely with
mostly female artisans and
look forward to sharing their
skills with you through the
products we design.

without sacrificing on style or quality.
PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Table linens

www.arthacollections.com

- Decorative pillows

info@arthacollections.com

- Baskets

arthacollections

- Handwoven cotton towels

thearthacollections

- Scarves and throws
- Block printed pouches
COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off all products and free shipping within
Switzerland. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

RoomDresser - haute couture
for living spaces
With a passion for furnishing and designing living
spaces, RoomDresser creates exclusive interiors.
Spaces that enhance people’s well-being to feel
at home, relaxed and to recharge.
The feeling for quality materials, respect for good
craftsmanship and a strong sense of aesthetics form
the foundation of the work. Whether with unique
avant-garde pieces, custom-made products or classic
design furniture, RoomDresser develops the design
of interiors in a refined and personal way together
with the client - tailored to their and the rooms’
needs. RoomDresser maintains a long-standing
cooperation with selected suppliers, craftsmen and
carpenters to realise personal and bespoke wishes.
RoomDresser’s showroom in Zurich opens its doors
to a world of refined interior design that inspires,
exhibiting beautiful pieces of furniture, exclusive
accessories, vases, unique pieces and eclectic dec-

We all love what we do and
couldn’t
imagine
doing
anything else. Because of the
high-quality materials and
the refined luxury approach,
the interiors we design are
of a timeless character.
When the proportions, the
combinations of colours and
selection of material attune
within a space, a harmony
and sensuality is created
that has a strong effect on
people’s well-being. Creating
spaces for our clients that
express warmth and comfort
is essential to us.

orating treasures.
PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Exclusive furniture pieces

RoomDresser Showroom:

- Luxury home accessories

Zeltweg 4, 8032 Zurich

- One of a kind pieces

www.roomdresser.ch

- Lamps
- Gift voucher

info@roomdresser.ch
roomdresser_gmbh
roomdresser

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 10% off selected home accessories, vases, cushions
and decorating treasures in the RoomDresser showroom. Valid until 31st of January 2021.

Style your walls
with flowers to stay
XIXI Floral Botanical Prints was founded in 2019
by Zizi Celik. Zizi makes unique floral and botanical monoprints, which are originally hand-printed
using fresh flowers and foliage. The brand offers
high-quality limited edition wall art prints, art
cards, and greeting cards.
Hi, I am Zizi, a florist and a
self-taught artist who has
been working in the “world
of flowers” for many years.

Whether looking for unique artwork to decorate
or to gift to a loved one, friend, or a colleague,
XIXI’s unique and fresh designs are carefully

My passion is to capture
the beauty of flowers by
means of printing and give
them a lasting life. By doing
that I hope to bring joy and
calmness of nature in any
interior, whether home,
office or holiday home.

selected to complement any interior. The wall art
prints are available in various designs and colors,
and in different sizes. Besides wall art prints, XIXI
offers single or sets of cards that would make the
perfect gift. These cards are here to stay, unlike
fresh flowers. They could be turned into wall art
or used as a bookmark, so as to remind of the
sender and to be enjoyed for many years.

PRODUCT SELECTION & GIFT OPTIONS

C O N TA C T

- Wall art prints

www.xixifloralprints.com

- Art cards

xixifloralprints@gmail.com

- Greeting cards

xixifloralprints

- Workshops

xixifloralprints

COUPON CODE

Use the code G I F T G U I D E 2 0 for 20% off all products.
Valid until 31st of January 2021.
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